Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence. Choose the word from the word bank that best completes each sentence and write it in the blank.

Word Bank     supplies     suspicion     submissive     succumb     substitute

1. The ___________ dog responded quickly to its owner's commands.

2. Reed asked the waitress if he could ___________ salad for french fries as his side dish.

3. The campers stopped in small town to buy food, water, and other ___________.

4. Will your parents ___________ if you pester them to buy you a new bike?

5. The little girl frowned and looked at the new babysitter with ___________.

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence. Write the word in the blank.

6. The first question on the math quiz was a simple ___________ problem.

   subtraction     subculture     succulture     suptraction

7. Mr. Lee decided to ___________ his property and build another house on the new lot.

   susdivide     supplant     subdivide     subplant

8. Suzie wrote a review of the mystery novel, which was full of ___________.

   suspension     supension     suppense     suspense

9. My neighborhood is ___________, with quiet streets and large yards.

   supversive     suburban     subversive     susburban
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